Sikyungbanha-Tang Suppressing Acute Lung Injury in Mice Is Related to the Activation of Nrf2 and TNFAIP3
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1.Introduction

Sikyungbanha-Tang (SKBHT) is a Chinese traditional medicine popularly used in Korea as a curative for patients who suffer from inflammatory, respiratory symptoms, including cough, sputum, and fever [1]. Recently, the Korean National Health Insurance System enlisted the prescription of SKBHT as an insurance-covered therapeutics for patients who suffer from inflammatory diseases [2]. Despite the insurance system recognizing the effectiveness of SKBHT, the experimental or clinical evidence for the anti-inflammatory activity of SKBHT is limited; how SKBHT exerts this effect remains less understood. There is a report showing that SKBHT is effective in pneumonia patients and a bronchiectasis patient [1]. In mouse peritoneal macrophages, SKBHT was shown to suppress the production of nitric oxide and proinflammatory cytokines induced by bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS) [3]. Given that inflammation is a result of complex interactions among various cell types, it is necessary to assess the effect of SKBHT on inflammation in the context of inflammatory diseases in which numerous cell types are involved.
Acute lung injury (ALI) is a rampant and highly morbid pulmonary disease accompanied by inflammatory reactions and lung tissue damage [4, 5]. Therefore, a high level of neutrophils and tissue damage in the lung incurred by neutrophils is the hallmarks of ALI [4]. The major cause of ALI is a bacterial infection, which is recognized by alveolar macrophages via Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) [6, 7]. LPS on bacteria trigger TLR4 signaling that activates NF-κB [8]. Activation of NF-κB eventually leads to the increased expression of cytokines, contributing to the recruitment of inflammatory cells and exacerbating inflammation in the lung [4, 5]. Normally, inflammation is self-limited. One of the mechanisms that restrain inflammatory reaction is via TLR4 signaling [9]. In macrophages active in TLR4 signaling, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced and disrupt the function of Keap1, an inhibitor for Nrf2 [10, 11]. The function of Keap1 is to mediate the ubiquitination of Nrf2, making Nrf2 subject to continual degradation by the 26S proteasome [12]. Therefore, Keap1 inactivated by ROS increases the level of Nrf2, resulting in the activation of Nrf2 [13]. Nrf2 is a transcription factor that increases the expression of genes, including heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1), glutamate-cysteine ligase catalytic subunit (GCLC), or NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase-1 (NQO1) [10, 11]. According to studies with various mouse disease models, Nrf2 plays an important role in relieving ALI, sepsis, and other inflammatory lung diseases [14–16]. Another layer of self-regulation of inflammation can be through tumor necrosis factor α-induced protein 3 (TNFAIP3), known as A20, the expression of which is induced by NF-κB [17]. On the one hand, TNFAIP3 inhibits the function of TNF receptor-associated factor 6 (TRAF6), blunting TLR4 signaling [18]. On the other hand, TNFAIP3 affects the activity of receptor-interacting protein 1 (RIP1), inhibiting the signaling from the tumor necrosis factor receptor 1 (TNFR1) [19]. Since these signaling cascades end up activating NF-κB and thus promoting inflammation, the expression of TNFAIP3, in turn, leads to the suppression of NF-κB, inhibiting inflammatory reactions initiated by these signaling cascades.

In this study, we sought obtaining experimental evidence that SKBHT has anti-inflammatory activity. Since the inflammatory reaction is a concerted reaction among various inflammatory cells, we used an ALI mouse model to determine whether SKBHT is capable of suppressing lung inflammation. As possible underlying mechanisms, we examined whether SKBHT activates Nrf2 or TNFAIP3 in macrophages. Based on our findings, we propose that SKBHT could suppress inflammation in ALI mice, the effect of which may be related to Nrf2 and TNFAIP3.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reagents and Antibodies. SKBHT was purchased from Hankookshinyak Corp., Nonsan, Republic of Korea. The herbal composition in a single dose of SKBHT is denoted in Table 1. MG132 (Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA), sulforaphane (Sigma-Aldrich), and LPS (Escherichia coli O55:B5) specific to TLR4 (Alexis Biochemical, San Diego, CA, USA) were used. Antibodies against TNFAIP3 (A20), p65 RelA, IkB-α, Nrf2, tubulin, β-actin, and lamin B were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA), except those against HA (H3663, Sigma) and V5 (R960-25, Thermo Scientific, IL, USA).

2.2. Assessment of Reactive Oxygen Species. For the measurement of intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS), flow cytometric analysis was performed as described elsewhere [20]. In brief, RAW 264.7 cells (1 × 10⁶ cells/well) were incubated with 100 μM carboxy-H₂DCFDA (Thermo Scientific) for 30 min and then analyzed by the BD FACS Canto II (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) per the instructions of the manufacturer (Thermo Scientific).

2.3. Assessment of Cytotoxicity. Cytotoxicity was determined by using Vybrant® MTT assay kit (Thermo Scientific). Similar to the previous report [20], RAW 264.7 cells (1 × 10⁶ cells) were treated for 16 h with SKBHT dissolved in PBS, and then metabolically active cells were measured by a plate reader (BioTek, VT, USA) as instructed by the manufacturer’s protocol (Thermo Scientific). Live cells were calculated in a percentage against untreated cells. Each assay was conducted in triplicate samples, and measurement was repeated three times.

2.4. Acute Lung Injury (ALI) Mouse Model. Animal experiments followed the Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (the NIH of Korea). The experimental protocol was approved by the IACUC of Pusan National University (protocol number: PNU-2016-1139). Male C57BL/6 mice (7 to 9 weeks old, Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME, USA) were used in the study. Mice were anesthetized by Zoletil (Virbac, Carros Cedex, France) prior to intervention. ALI was induced in mouse lungs by administering a single intratracheal (i.t.) injection of 2 mg LPS/kg body weight. Two hours later, two different amounts of SKBHT (1 mg/kg or 10 mg/kg body weight) were similarly injected into the mouse lungs. The amounts of SKBHT were determined, based on the cytotoxicity by SKBHT. At 16 h after i.t. LPS, bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) was performed with two consecutive injections of 1 ml PBS, and about 300 cells in the BAL fluid were counted in total from three different microscopic fields. The mean number of cells in each field was shown. After being perfused with saline, mouse lungs were inflated with fixatives and embedded in paraffin. Lung sections were prepared in a 5 μm thickness and analyzed by hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining [21]. At least three different lung slides per mouse were examined in 100x microscopic magnification.

2.5. Myeloperoxidase (MPO) Activity. Myeloperoxidase activity in lung homogenate was measured by the myeloperoxidase fluorometric detection kit and the instruction of the manufacturer (Enzo Life Sciences Inc., New York, USA). Lung homogenate was prepared as described elsewhere after perfusion [22]. Data were presented as unit/g tissue.
2.7. Real-Time Quantitative PCR. Total RNA from tissue or cells was isolated with QIAGEN RNeasy® mini kit and the manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen, Germany). One μg of the RNA was reverse-transcribed to cDNA by M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega, WI, USA), to which SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Enzynomics, Daejeon, Republic of Korea) was added. The primers for each gene are as follows: the primers for TNF-α were 5′-GGTGCTGGGCCATA-GAACTGA-3′ and 5′-CACGCTTCTCATTCAGG-3′; IL-1β primers were 5′-GAGGCTAAGGTTTGAAGGCG-3′ and 5′-TGAAGACGCTATGGCAACTG-3′; IL-6 primers were 5′-GTTAATCTCAACGACGACGG-3′ and 5′-AACGATGATGCACCTGCAGA-3′; NQO-1 primers were 5′-GCAGTGCCTTCTCACCC-3′ and 5′-TGAGGTGTCCTCATCTGAT-3′; HO-1 primers were 5′-TGAAAGGGCCCAAGGTTTG-3′ and 5′-AGGATGACACACGATGGG-3′; GCLC primers were 5′-CATTGCGCGACACGACTCC-3′ and 5′-AGGCTTGGAGAAGGCCT-3′; and GAPDH primers were 5′-GGACGGGAAAAGGTTCTG-3′ and 5′-GTGATGCGATGGACTGTGGT-3′. The thermal reaction was run at 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 10 s, 57°C for 15 s, and 72°C for 20 s in a Rotorgene Q real-time PCR system (Qiagen). The threshold cycles (Ct) were used to quantify the mRNA expression of the target genes.

2.8. Western Blot Analysis. Total and nuclear proteins were prepared by Pierce™ IP lysis buffer and NE-PER™ nuclear extraction kit, respectively, per the manufacturer’s protocols (Thermo Scientific). Protein amounts were determined by Bradford (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Equal amounts of proteins were fractionated on NuPAGE gel (L’hermo Scientific), which was blotted to PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad). After being blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk for 1 h, the membrane was incubated with primary antibodies at 4°C overnight, and HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies were prepared for 1 h at room temperature. Proteins of interest were revealed by SuperSignal® West Femto (Thermo Scientific). The band intensity of p65 RelA over lamin B was determined by the densitometric analysis software Image J (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA).

2.9. Ubiquitation Assay. Ubiquitation assay was performed as described elsewhere [23]. In brief, HEK293 cells were transfected with plasmids expressing HA-Ub, V5-Nrf2, and FLAG-Keap1 for 48 h. Prior to lysis, cells were treated with 10 μM of MG132 for 3 h. V5-Nrf2 was precipitated by anti-V5 antibody, captured by protein A-sepharose (Thermo Scientific), and analyzed by immunoblotting for HA-Ubiquitin to reveal the ubiquitinated Nrf2.

2.10. Statistical Analysis. Paired or unpaired T-tests and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were used (InStat, GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA). Data are shown in the mean ± SEM (Std. Error) of at least three measurements. P > 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. ROS Production and Cytotoxicity by SKBHT. First, we checked whether SKBHT had cytotoxicity. Since excessive production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which occurs during inflammation, could inflict damage to cells [24, 25], we first tested whether SKBHT induces ROS production. Given that the single dose of SKBHT for an adult (65 kg body weight) is about 3 g, which is equivalent to 46 mg/kg or 46 μg/ml, we treated RAW 264.7 with a high amount of SKBHT (100 μg/ml) for 16 h, and then the production of intracellular ROS was determined by flow cytometer (Figure 1(a)). Results show that, compared with PBS treated (Con), 1 μg/ml of LPS increased the population of RAW 264.7 cells producing ROS (LPS). Unlike LPS, however, SKBHT did not elicit intracellular ROS production (SKBHT 100 μg/ml), which was comparable to the control. To confirm this, we treated RAW 264.7 cells with a higher amount of SKBHT (200 μg/ml). Even in this amount SKBHT did not induce ROS (SKBHT 200 μg/ml), suggesting that SKBHT does induce the production of ROS within RAW 264.7 cells. Next, we tested if SKBHT causes cytotoxicity by interrupting cellular metabolism. MTT assay was performed to address this (Figure 1(b)). Results show that SKBHT up to 100 μg/ml did not exhibit any
toxicity to RAW 264.7 cells. Although it appears that 200 μg/ml of SKBHT caused slight toxicity to the cells, this effect was not statistically significant. Together, these results show that less than 200 μg/ml of SKBHT did not cause substantial cytotoxicity in RAW 264.7 cells.

3.2. Protective Effect of SKBHT on Acute Lung Injury in Mice. Since SKBHT is prescribed to patients who suffer from respiratory inflammatory diseases, we determined whether SKBHT suppresses lung inflammation. As one of the most rampant inflammatory pulmonary diseases is acute lung injury (ALI) [4], we tested the anti-inflammatory function of SKBHT using an ALI mouse model (Figure 2). The ALI-like symptom was induced by injecting 2 mg/kg body weight (b.w.) of LPS to the lung of C57BL/6 mice (male, n = 5/group) via the trachea. Two hours later, the mouse took a single injection of SKBHT or PBS similarly. At 16 h after the initial intratracheal (i.t.) LPS injection, the anti-inflammatory effect of SKBHT was assessed by HE staining of lung sections. As shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), PBS-treated (A) or SKBHT-treated (B) control mice maintained intact airways and normal lung structure. By contrast, LPS-treated mice exhibited characteristics of lung inflammation, including high cellularity and hyaline membrane formation (C), which was, however, suppressed by the single i.t. injection of 1 mg/kg b.w. of SKBHT (D) or 10 mg/kg b.w. of SKBHT (E). These results revealed that SKBHT could reduce inflammation in the lung, suggesting an anti-inflammatory activity of SKBHT.

To corroborate our findings, we carried out bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) and analyzed the cells infiltrated to
the lung by using the BAL fluid. As shown in Figure 3(a), LPS treatment increased the number of cells in the lung (3rd column), which was significantly diminished by 10 mg/kg b.w. of SKBHT. Differential cell counting (Figure 3(b)) showed that the high cellular infiltration was mainly due to neutrophils (3rd closed column). The infiltration of neutrophils was significantly suppressed by 1 mg/kg b.w. or 10 mg/kg b.w. of SKBHT (4th and 5th closed columns), while the change in macrophages was statistically insignificant (open columns). Since the cellular infiltration to the lung is correlated with the production of proinflammatory cytokines in the lung [9], we determined the levels of such cytokines, IL-6, IL-1β, and TNF-α, by a quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) of the mRNA extracted from lung tissue. Consistent with the results in Figure 3(b), SKBHT significantly suppressed the mRNA expression of those cytokine genes in the lung tissue (Figure 3(c)). To further confirm the effect of SKBHT on neutrophils, we measured the myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity that is mainly attributed to neutrophils [1, 26]. As shown in Figure 3(d), SKBHT significantly suppressed MPO activity (4th column), which was induced by LPS treatment (3rd column). Together, these results suggest that SKBHT suppresses lung inflammation in the LPS-induced ALI mice.

3.3. SKBHT Activates Nrf2. We attempted to decipher underlying mechanisms for SKBHT to suppress inflammation in the lung. Since Nrf2 is considered a central anti-inflammatory factor [27], we tested whether SKBHT activates...
Nrf2 to suppress inflammation. First, we examined whether SKBHT activates Nrf2 in cells. RAW 264.7 cells were treated with various amounts of SKBHT for 16h. Since Nrf2, once activated, moves into the nucleus [11], the nuclear fraction of cells was prepared and analyzed by immunoblotting. As shown in Figure 4(a), similar to the cells treated with sulforaphane (5 μM), an Nrf2 activator [13], SKBHT alone increased the level of the nuclear Nrf2. Since Nrf2 is a transcription factor, we examined whether SKBHT activating Nrf2 is correlated with the mRNA expression of the Nrf2-dependent genes. Total RNA was extracted from the variously treated cells and analyzed by qPCR for the expression of prototypic Nrf2-dependent genes such as HO-1, GCLC, and NQO-1 [10, 11]. Results show SKBHT increasing the expression of those genes (Figure 4(b)). Together, these results suggest that SKBHT activates Nrf2.

To understand how SKBHT activates Nrf2, we examined whether SKBHT dysregulates the ubiquitin-dependent degradation of Nrf2, a major regulatory mechanism of Nrf2 function [28], increasing the level of Nrf2. HEK 293 cells were transfected with plasmids encoding V5-Nrf2, Keap1, and HA-ubiquitin for 48h and then treated with SKBHT for 16h. Prior to cell lysis, MG 132, a proteasome inhibitor [29, 30], was added to block the degradation of ubiquitinated proteins. The levels of Nrf2 and ubiquitinated Nrf2 were analyzed by immunoblotting.

**Figure 3:** Anti-inflammatory effect of SKBHT on mouse lungs. In bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluid, inflammatory cells were counted after stained. Total cells (a) and macrophages and neutrophils (b) were scored. Lung tissue was homogenized, from which total RNA was extracted for qPCR analysis (c) and MPO activity was measured by ELISA (d). Data are shown in the mean ± SEM of three different samples in each group. *P and **P were less than 0.05, compared to the LPS only (post-ANOVA comparison with Tukey’s post hoc test).
proteins. V5-Nrf2 was precipitated by an anti-V5 antibody and analyzed by an anti-HA antibody (HA-tagged ubiquitin) to determine the degree of Nrf2 ubiquitination. As shown in Figure 4(c), Nrf2 was strongly ubiquitinated and shown smeared on the blot (2nd lane), which was undetectable if not treated with MG 132 (1st lane), suggesting the degradation of Nrf2 in the presence of Keap1. When added to the transfected cells, SKBHT decreased the levels of the ubiquitinated Nrf2 (3rd to 5th lanes). These results suggest that SKBHT interrupts Nrf2 ubiquitination, contributing to the increase of Nrf2.

3.4. SKBHT Activates TNFAIP3. Given the numerous chemical constituents in SKBHT, it is conceivable that SKBHT exerts its anti-inflammatory function in multiple ways. Since numerous inflammatory stimuli via cognate receptors converge to activate NF-κB, we examined whether...
SKBHT suppresses the activity of NF-κB by inducing TNFAIP3, an ubiquitin-modulating protein that suppresses proinflammatory signaling originating from receptors for IL-1β, TNF-α, or LPS [31]. Total proteins were extracted from RAW 264.7 cells treated with varying amounts of SKBHT, and the expression of TNFAIP3 was analyzed by immunoblotting. As revealed in Figure 5(a), the expression of TNFAIP3 was induced by SKBHT treatment. Since TNFAIP3 inhibits TLR4 signaling and consequently suppresses NF-κB activation, we examined whether the expression of TNFAIP3 by SKBHT results in the suppression of NF-κB activity. After being treated with SKBHT for 16 h, RAW 264.7 cells were stimulated with 100 ng/ml of LPS for 15 min or 30 min to activate NF-κB. As described above, nuclear proteins were extracted and analyzed by immunoblotting for the nuclear p65 RelA, the active form of NF-κB [32]. As shown in Figure 5(b), LPS induced the nuclear localization of p65 RelA, suggesting the activation of NF-κB (lanes 2, 3, and 6). SKBHT treatment, however, decreased the levels of nuclear NF-κB (lanes 4, 5, 7, and 8), indicating that SKBHT suppresses NF-κB activity. To confirm SKBHT suppressing NF-κB, we examine the effect of SKBHT on the expression of IL-6, IL-1β, and TNF-α, well-documented NF-κB-dependent genes. RAW 264.7 cells were treated with SKBHT as above and then with 100 ng/ml of LPS for 4 h to induce the expression of the NF-κB-dependent genes. Analysis of total RNA by qPCR shows that SKBHT significantly diminished the mRNA expression of the NF-κB-dependent genes (Figure 5(c)). Together, these results suggest that SKBHT induces the expression of TNFAIP3, resulting in the suppression of NF-κB activity.

4. Discussion

Like traditional Chinese medicine, Korean traditional medicine has treated patients with various “Tang” unique regimens that are composed of several medicinal herbs. The long history of prescribing Tang to patients is considered indicative of the efficacy of Tang, even though experimental and clinical data to support it are limited. For a similar reason, the Korea Food and Drug Administration approved SKBHT as a prescription remedy for patients with inflammatory pulmonary diseases. Here, we set out a study to address this issue. We show that SKBHT suppressed acute lung inflammation in an ALI mouse model, suggesting that SKBHT has anti-inflammatory activity. We evidence that SKBHT activated Nrf2 and induced the expression of TNFIP3 in macrophages. Given the roles of Nrf2 and TNFIP3 in suppressing inflammation, we suggest that SKBHT suppresses lung inflammation, which is associated with SKBHT activating Nrf2 and inducing TNFAIP3.

To obtain evidence that SKBHT has anti-inflammatory activity, we chose ALI as a study model because ALI is one of the most common inflammatory lung diseases with high mortality [4]. Our results show that an injection of LPS via trachea recapitulated key features of ALI patients, including a high degree of neutrophil infiltration to the lung, the increase of proinflammatory cytokines, and the formation of the hyaline membrane in lung tissue [9, 33]. When instilled after LPS administration, SKBHT decreased these features of ALI, which was evidenced by the lung histology close to normal, the decreased proinflammatory cytokines, and the suppressed MPO activity. These results support the notion that SKBHT can suppress lung inflammation, which is concordant with one of the expected effects of SKBHT. In experiments, we delivered SKBHT via trachea to the lung, which is unconventional in Korean medicine; the oral route is common. In general, gavaging Korean medicine is known to take a long time to reach the desired effect and needs to be repeated for several days. Although we did not compare the differential effect between the intratracheal and gavage delivery of SKBHT, it appears that a single intratracheal injection of SKBHT was sufficient to suppress lung inflammation. Besides, we would like to determine whether SKBHT has the anti-inflammatory activity indicated by Korean medicine. Our results clearly show that SKBHT had the potential to suppress inflammation. Since SKBHT is broadly prescribed for other inflammatory lung diseases, testing the efficacy of SKBHT using appropriate respiratory disease models is necessary to consolidate the expected functions of SKBHT.

SKBHT comprises ten different medicinal herbs [1], and some of the herbal constituents of SKBHT exhibit anti-inflammatory activity. For instance, Bupleuri Radix has been used to treat various inflammatory diseases, and its major chemical constituents saikosaponins are known to suppress inflammation [34], Pinelliae Rhizoma has been used to relieve cough, phlegm, and vomiting [35]. Scutellariae Radix shows anti-inflammatory effects in both acute and chronic lung inflammation animal models [36]. Armeniacae Amarum Semen is frequently used for treating chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in both stable and acute exacerbation statuses in clinical studies [37]. Aurantii Fructus and Zingiberis Rhizoma showed anti-inflammatory effects in ALI murine models [38]. Furthermore, Glycyrrhizae Radix has antitussive and expectorant activities, and glycyrrhizin, its major compound, ameliorates ALI in a mouse model [39]. Based on these studies, it is conceivable that SKBHT has anti-inflammatory activity, and our study provided evidence for it.

SKBHT likely contains innumerable chemicals. Inflammation involves diverse migratory inflammatory and residential cells in an organ where the inflammatory reaction takes place. Thus, even a single chemical could affect multiple cell types simultaneously, contributing to the regulation of inflammation [40]. Considering the multitudes of chemical constituents and cell types, understanding the detailed mechanism for SKBHT to exert its effects could be challenging. Regardless of this, a possible mechanism by which SKBHT suppresses inflammation has been studied. A report shows that SKBHT blocks the degradation of IκB-α in peritoneal macrophages [3]. Although no direct evidence was presented for SKBHT to inhibit the NF-κB activity, SKBHT sustaining IκB-α, an inhibitor of NF-κB, likely diminishes NF-κB activity, contributing to the suppression of inflammation, given that NF-κB plays a critical role in inflammation [32].

Consistent with this, our results show that SKBHT suppresses NF-κB by inducing the expression of TNFAIP3.
Since TNFAIP3 regulates various inflammatory signaling cascades initiated from the receptors for LPS \[41\], TNF-α \[42\], or IL-1β \[43\], our results suggest the possibility that SKBHT interrupts a range of proinflammatory signaling cascades simultaneously.

In a self-limiting inflammation, inflammatory reaction grinds to a halt once anti-inflammatory processes start. One of such processes is activating Nrf2, a key anti-inflammatory factor. During inflammation, macrophages produce ROS that can inhibit the function of Keap1, a key inhibitor of Nrf2, which mediates the ubiquitination of Nrf2 and thus drives the degradation of Nrf2 \[44\]. Therefore, anti-inflammatory reaction, in turn, activates the anti-inflammatory factor Nrf2, contributing to curbing inflammation. While Nrf2 activated by ROS contributes to guarding cells against oxidative challenges \[45, 46\], Nrf2 plays a key role in ameliorating pulmonary inflammatory diseases, including ALI, emphysema, and asthma \[16, 45, 47, 48\]. Our results show that SKBHT increased the level of nuclear Nrf2, suggesting that SKBHT activates Nrf2. Immunoprecipitation analysis of Nrf2 shows that SKBHT blocked the ubiquitination of Nrf2, suggesting that the interruption of Nrf2 ubiquitination is one of the mechanisms by which SKBHT activates Nrf2. Since SKBHT did not induce ROS production in our experiments, it is feasible that SKBHT activates Nrf2 without mediating ROS \[49\]. Concordant with these results, SKBHT increased the mRNA expression of Nrf2-dependent genes, such as GCLC, NQO-1, and HO-1. Collectively, these results strongly suggest that SKBHT activates Nrf2.

Our study has shown that SKBHT suppressed the prototypic features of ALI in a mouse model while activating Nrf2 and TNFAIP3. Given the key roles of Nrf2 and TNFAIP3 in suppressing the inflammatory reaction, it is probable that SKBHT activates Nrf2 and TNFAIP3, which contributes to ameliorating lung inflammation in our ALI mice (Figure 6). It is, however, not clear to what degrees these two factors contribute to the suppressive function of SKBHT in inflammation.

![Figure 5: Activation of TNFAIP3 and suppression of NF-κB by SKBHT. (a) RAW 264.7 cells were treated with indicated amounts of SKBHT for 16 h from which the expression of TNFAIP3 was analyzed by immunoblotting. The membrane of TNFAIP3 was stripped and rebotted for β-actin. (b) RAW 264.7 cells pre-treated as in (a) were treated with LPS (100 ng/ml) for 15 min or 30 min, from which nuclear proteins were extracted. p65 RelA of NF-κB in the nucleus was analyzed by immunoblotting. The membrane was stripped and rebotted for lamin B for nuclear protein controls. The band intensity of p65 RelA and lamin B was measured three times by ImageJ. The relative levels of p65 (NF-κB) over lamin B are shown in columns. *** P was less than 0.001, compared with the LPS only (post-ANOVA comparison with Tukey’s post hoc test). (c) RAW 264.7 cells were treated with SKBHT for 16 h and subsequently with LPS for 4 h. Total RNA was extracted and analyzed by qPCR for IL-6, IL-1β, and TNF-α. Data represent the mean ± SEM of three independent measurements. * P was less than 0.05, compared with the LPS-treated (post-ANOVA comparison with Tukey’s post hoc test).](https://example.com/five.png)
The effect of each factor on the function of SKBHT could be addressed by using appropriate knockout mice, and this type of experiment could provide direct evidence that Nrf2 or TNFAIP3 is involved in the efficacy of SKBHT. Also, given the innumerable chemical constituents in SKBHT, not only Nrf2 and TNFAIP3 but also other factors unaddressed in the study could contribute to the anti-inflammatory effect of SKBHT.

In conclusion, notwithstanding these limitations of our study, our results provide evidence that SKBHT has the potential to suppress inflammation acutely occurring in an ALI mouse model, which was consistent with the expected effect of SKBHT. Combined with the findings that SKBHT activated Nrf2 and TNFAIP3, we propose that the fact that SKBHT suppressing lung inflammation is associated, at least in part, with Nrf2 and TNFAIP3.
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